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QUESTION 1

What are three typical goals of performance testing? (Choose three.) 

A. identification of system response times 

B. capacity planning 

C. monitoring the network traffic 

D. scalability testing 

E. Think time determination 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens to an unused reference? 

A. It will not be used by any later request in the test. 

B. It will be automatically reset at the end of each test run. 

C. It will be automatically reset when the test is saved. 

D. It will become used if it matches a string in a later request. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

After a test run, the tester sums up all the individual requests response times but discovers that the total is not equal to
the overall page response time. What are three causes of the difference? (Choose three.) 

A. There is a defect in IBM Rational Performance Tester 8.2 that will be fixed in the next fix pack. 

B. The page response time is more than the sum of the requests because it accounts for time taken to set up the
connections. 

C. The page response time is less than the sum of the requests because several requests could have been executed
concurrently. 

D. The page response time is more than the sum of the requests because custom code for response correlation in a
page is executed serially and is added to the page response time. 

E. The page response time is less than the sum of the requests because the response for the request is in the system
cache. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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QUESTION 4

What is the easiest way that a current timestamp in a page request can be generated? 

A. by writing a custom code method that invokes java.util.Date 

B. by writing a custom code method that invokes java.util.Timer 

C. by correlating the timestamp value to a built-in datasource 

D. by using the NOW() Excel function in a column of a datapool 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Why would a tester want to substitute a datapool candidate? 

A. A new value can be provided for each virtual tester, to ensure more realistic playback. 

B. A new value can be captured for each session, to ensure more realistic recording. 

C. The data correlation will fail if the candidate is not substituted with the value returned by the server. 

D. The datapool will never get filled up with data unless it is connected to the test at playback time. 

Correct Answer: A 
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